
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Dos Passos work
4 Designate anew

10 Ending of a myth?
14 Saul’s uncle
15 Still as young as

ever
16 Astronaut’s negative
17 What keeps us

together
19 Pairs
20 Equal: Fr.
21 Spirited style
22 Misspeak
23 Director of “The

Bicycle Thief”
25 Hits, Biblically

speaking
28 Extreme privation
32 Retirement agcy.
33 Teapot part
36 Toothpaste with a

“spokesbeaver”
37 NYC’s Crown or

Washington
38 Pull along
39 Deprived person
41 Naxos’ neighbor
42 Darling or Guidry
43 Upright, as hair
44 Delighted
46 One of the Parisians
47 Title used to

address peers
49 Balsam or Short
51 Cream-filled treat
55 Cul-de-__
56 Two of a kind
59 West Point inst.

60 Essen Germany’s
region

62 Deleting parts

64 Personal prefix
65 Flower with two lips
66 Sex or cycle starter
67 DOD part
68 Cavort
69 Burned by the sun

DOWN
1 Left hungry
2 Suit material
3 Met highlights
4 Operate
5 Make oneself

beloved
6 Sports grp.
7 Turkish military

leader
8 Chow or lo follower
9 Key-punch bus.

10 Arboreal lemur
11 Matrimony prelude
12 Heretofore
13 __ Alamos
18 Yale or Root
22 Like fellow feeling
24 Pope, e.g.
25 Chinese: pref.

26 Legal prohibition
27 Smart-mouthed
29 Scuba user
30 Use credit cards
31 Rotating pointers
33 Banjo beat
34 City southeast of

Mumbai
35 Legal right of

possession
40 Soon, to a bard
45 Top grade
48 Showing great

courage
50 Fortuneteller’s card
52 Chief deity of

Assyrian mythology
53 NH compound
54 Fleet
56 British nobleman
57 Tolstoy novel, “__

Karenina”
58 Publishing #
60 Free (of)
61 Ulan-__, Russia
62 West Coast cops
63 Hwy. abbr.
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Two-edged swords

Problem of post-surgery incontinence
Dear Dr. Roach: I had a

DaVinci prostatectomy 11
months ago. I can sit or stand
for hours with no problem,
but then sitting on the floor
to play with my dog causes
me to leak. I realize that get-
ting on the floor or any other
bending squeezes my bladder,
thus causing a leak. So does
a cough or a sneeze. I sleep
all night with no leakage,
although I do urinate two or
three times a night. I have
done Kegel exercises, but have
been told to cut back so that I
don’t overtire the muscle. Do
you know of any procedure
by a doctor or anything I per-
sonally can do to help allevi-
ate this problem? My doctor
says, “Just wait — it takes
time,” but I’ve experienced no
further improvement since
about six months post-sur-
gery. — K.F.

Incontinence in men follow-
ing prostate surgery is a com-
mon problem, even in robotic

(DaVinci is a robotic system)
surgeries. In a large study,
about half of men after pros-
tate surgery will have some
incontinence two months after
surgery, but this decreases to
15 percent at one year. At two
years, only 7 percent of men
felt that incontinence was a
moderate or big problem. A
separate study showed that
urinary function continues to
improve for up to four years
after surgery. So I agree with
your doctor that time is likely
to improve your symptoms.

Pelvic floor exercises have
been proven in multiple stud-
ies to benefit incontinence
symptoms. I am surprised
that you are getting advice to
cut down, but I would listen
to the advice of the therapist
helping you, who must have
vastly more experience than
I do.

If you continue to have
symptoms, there are drug
treatments and surgical treat-
ments, the most effective of
which is probably the artificial
urinary sphincter. However, I
do counsel patience, although
I recognize how frustrating it
must be for you.

Dear Dr. Roach: I am a 77-
year-old man in good health.
An issue has been gnawing at
me for going on close to three
years. When I am sitting in
the driver’s seat and travel-
ing over a hundred miles, I
gradually develop a pain that
starts in my right buttock and
radiates down to my knee and
foot. Ortho doctors have said
that they did not see arthritis.
— D.W.

Although pain in the hip,
buttock, and thigh can have
many causes, whenever I hear
that a pain is “radiating,” I
think of nerve pain. The fact
that the pain begins after sit-

ting for a long time suggests
that the nerve is being com-
pressed by your body weight.
I often see this in people who
have recently gained weight
(presumably there is more
pressure against the nerve),
but also in people who have
recently lost weight (possibly
because the nerve has been
placed into a new position
against a bony prominence).

Unfortunately, the only
advice I can give that I have
found consistently effective is
to avoid excess pressure. This
may mean getting out of the
car before the pain starts and
walking about to relieve the
pressure. Sometimes a more
comfortable seat or cushion
can help.

Although there are medi-
cations you can take, I don’t
recommend them due to their
side effects. I also think the
pain is a useful reminder that
you are beginning to damage
the nerve and should stop
what you’re doing.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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